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The Art of Carpet Weaving
C"

m ARPET WEAVING is an ancient art in China. It was probably introduced
from Central Asia and has been carried on in Northern and Western China,

5T~5 Turkestan and Thibet since earliest times. The weavers were nomadic tribes,

JrKJfcJ and the rugs were used as wall decorations, for prayer and as protection

gainst the weather or as bedding and divan covering. Sheep's wool, goat's or

[mel's hair and yak hair were the early materials employed. With the perfection

J
the art came the use of silk but sheep's wool continues to be the most popular.

The art was stimulated by the patronage of several emperors of the Ming
nasty who collected rugs and employed artists to enrich the designs. The dragon,
loenix and lion were early motifs, as were the swastika and other geometrical

inures. The religions of Tao and Buddha left on design the imprint of their sym-
)ls and emblems. The significance of these still lives although the religious con-

,'ction has vanished.

The earlier rugs were largely geometric in pattern, but of late the tendency
Its inclined to the use of flowers and fruits. These flowers and fruits were not
rtknown to the earlier weavers, and like all the elements of design, they have their

mbolism.

In some districts the weaving of rugs is entirely a home industry, every member
I

-

the family working at the loom or at spinning and dyeing. In others the manu-
jcture has developed beyond the stage of home or cottage labor and the production

I carpets is a regular business conducted by factories employing from ten to two
lindred workmen each. It follows that the composition of factory made rugs is

|>mewhat influenced by the fact that they are designed for sale to foreigners. Thus
'uch of the old symbolism has been superseded by Oriental conceptions of European
t. Notwithstanding this fact there are still many exquisite pieces to be had.

It is practically within the last decade or so that the artistic merits of Chinese
'igs have been fully appreciated and at the present time they are eagerly sought
:id treasured more than those of any other class, good ones bringing very high
rices. Chinese Rugs are obtainable of good workmanship and honest dyes, conse-
'lently they are durable. They are particularly rich in color and though without
e variety and multiplicity of color found in Persian rugs, possess a splendor,
?pth and sheen and create an atmosphere of warmth and luxuriousness far beyond
iose of other Oriental origin.

Consider the older ground colors; Imperial yellow, blue, apricot, camel and copper
ith borders and designs in blue, tan, ivory, red sapphire, pink and black and visu-
ize the decorative harmony obtainable with the proper blending of these and related
>nes in a well sculptured design.

Fine pieces are selected not only for their color and design, but for the excel-
ince of the materials of which composed, including finest of machine spun woolen
jam and purest of vegetable dyes, as well as for uniformity of weaving. Unique
lems in ovals and squares are of great usefulness and sizes up to 16' x 24' are
>i table on account of body and adaptability to general usage.

In the United States, Chinese rugs are generally subjected to a processing which
amoves natural wool grease, fixes the colors, softens the tones and increases the
lieen. Some collectors prefer the crude, unwashed rugs, and it is claimed these
ill acquire the silky sheen by a few years of ordinary wear.

The value of an Oriental rug cannot be gauged by measurement any more than
in that of a fine painting. It depends upon the number of knots to a square inch,
ie fineness of the material, the richness and stability of its colors, the amount of
etail in design, etc. Frequently rugs which appear to the novice to be quite alike
nd equally valuable may be far apart in actual worth.
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